THE SPELLBINDER

"The Spellbinder," a recent notice of the sale of the Massachusetts State register, contains a statement that the sale was made through the usual channels. It was reported that the sale was made to a New York concern, who lived up to its promises and paid the full price of $500.

In a recently issued report of the state's political affairs, the statement has been made that the promise of the present administration is to be kept.

The editor, speaking of the political affair, said: "The present administration has been very successful in its efforts to keep the promises made to the people. The promises have been kept in a manner that has been very satisfactory to the public."

The statement has been made that the promises of the present administration have been kept in a manner that has been very satisfactory to the public. The promises have been kept in a manner that has been very satisfactory to the public. The promises have been kept in a manner that has been very satisfactory to the public. The promises have been kept in a manner that has been very satisfactory to the public.

When one of your little ones shows a tendency to be restless, try to quiet him. The remedy is very simple. For the man who drives an auto...

Some Dentistry at the New Dental Office

A PRETTY MOUTH

To Demonstrate My Skill I will give a Limited Time Make Crown and Bridge Work

PRICE $4.00

The First Trust Dental

S NEARA PUIYtEs A Set

Mon-Fri, Triple Section Articulatla, 1 Make at $7.00

These Food and Lock on Much Like Natural Teeth as you Desire. Your Money Refunded if Not Entirely Satisfactory.

OLD AGE AND YOUTH

Regale both for appearance's sake. The absence of both, means rest, and adds years to our appearance. A complete regime of diet and exercise in our young man's daily routine will result in a great improvement in his general condition. Whether rest or monetary assistance was required,

L. F. & E. BAILEY & CO.

F. D. MUNN & SON

MERRIMACK, CORNER MARKET

F. & E. BAILEY & CO.

E. A. WILSON & CO.

It is Easier to Work when you have good tools.

HANDLED AXES


BARTLETT & DOW, 216 Central St.